Appendix A
ACHENA Continuing Professional Development Application
Continuing Professional Development (CPD): ACHENA approves workshops, seminars and other
educational programs for CPD credits when the presenter(s) demonstrate that the content is specifically
designed to meet the continuing education needs of the professional homeopath (CCH or other
designation) that has completed foundational studies and is in practice. To be approved for CPD credits,
presenters must demonstrate that the material is distinct from foundational studies and would assist
the practicing professional homeopath is more effectively working with clients.

1. Name of Presenter(s):
2. Provide a brief narrative description of your presentation or panel discussion. (This may be the same
description as the one to be listed in the conference brochure.)

3. List 2-4 learning objectives for the presentation or panel discussion. Learning objects should be
written from the perspective of what the professional homeopath will be able to do after your
presentation. Learning objectives should begin with action words. Examples of acceptable measurable
action words include: explain, demonstrate, analyze, formulate, discuss, compare, differentiate,
describe, name, assess, evaluate, identify, design, define or list. (Note: to understand or to learn are not
measurable objectives).

4. Using the template below, list the specific topics to be covered during the presentation. Provide
enough detail to allow reviewers to determine if the session would meet the needs of a professional
homeopath in practice.
Topic 1
 Topic Name:
 Length of time:
 Teaching method(s) to be used (e.g. lecture, case studies, discussion, etc.):
 Presenter (if more than one presenter):
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Topic 2
 Topic Name:
 Length of time:
 Teaching method(s) to be used (e.g. lecture, case studies, discussion, etc.):
 Presenter (if more than one presenter):

Topic 3
 Topic Name:
 Length of time:
 Teaching method(s) (e.g. lecture, case studies, discussion, etc.):
 Presenter (if more than one presenter):

You may add as many additional topics as necessary in the space below.

